





























































































































Ch7 Hyperbolic Geometry

This is the non Euclidean geometry discovered by

Gauss Bolyai and LobatoHershey

There are 2 models of hyperbolicgeometry to
be

discussed in this course

disk model and

upperhalf plane
model

Remade Unitdisk D l Z E Q i IZK I

Upperhalf plane D ft EG z xtiy y s o

Diskmodel

The groupoftransformations
consists of all Mobius

transformations that map D
onto itself

It is clear that these transformations form a

transformation group with underlying space
D
Ext

To find this group explicitly we let 1 CMob

wrapping ID onto itself
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Therefore T mapping D onto itself
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Suppose now 121 1 Hou ITH I

i KITH REETZI
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011I Fo't I
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D et0 for some 0 E IR

Hence we define

Def fet IDbe the unit
disk inthe complexplane

Let It be thesetof transformations
of ID of

thefam Tz et9707 where fo k l GER

Thepair CID HD models hyperbolic
geometry

The set ID will be called the hyperbolic
plane

The group IH is the hyperbolic group



Note 1H is a subgroup of the Mobius group1M

and DC TO

hyperbolic geometry is a
subgeometry

of Miibias geometry

Hence Every
statement true in Mob geometry

is also true in hyperbolic geometry

Hyperbolic Straight lines

Def A hyperbolic straight line is thepart
inside

the unit disk a Euclidean circle or Euclidean

straight line in the complexplane that
intersects

the unit circle at a right angle



Thm

FInhyperbolic geometry all hyperbolic straightlines
are congruent

Is Two points in the hyperbolic geometry determine

a unique hyperbolic straight line



Recall TE TZ in our case of
Wrf IHH wrt Htt

T transformation in hyperbolicgroup

of unit circle can be written as

lemmat Eachtransformation of hyperbolic geometry

maps each pair of
points symmetric Wrt the

unit circle to another pair of points symmetric

Wrt the unit circle

totes
I Il

r

T TEY
r TZ

09 j
ogZ

Whit il unit

circle circle
i
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We also need the following

Leanna2 ht C be a clime Let 2 be

distinct symmetric points Wrt C Then any

Ione C that is orthogonal to C and passaig

through z must also passing through Z't

Conversely anydine that passes through
E

is orthogonal to C

Pf Efx Transforms the figure to the figure
on the RHS

c

z

then use Question 5 of HWT



Proof ofthe Thm i

ai let C be a clone that is orthogonal to the

unit circle ie d is a hyperbolic straight line

And let to be a point on C e

wit

www.ru

By lemma2 zo also lies on C
outsides D

where Syme Wrt the unit circle

Let Tz eio Ezfz.co
chosen later



Then T is a transformationof hyperbolic geometry

i.e T E IH the hyperbolicgroup and

TZo O THI T ft A

TCC is a line passingthrough O
o

and orthogonal to 3121 13

TCC must be a diameter ofthe unit circle

Finally we can choose 0 so that T K xaxis
Ex

O p

wit

a o wrtthe unit circle

This proves that anyhyperbolic straight
line C is

congruent to the x axis Andhence all hyperbolic

straight lines are congruent This proves part is



For part Is let Zi Zz beany 2 distinct
points in

ID Then

tz eiof.IE
takes IT to 0

choose a arg E
Then TZ z ett ZIZI

1 Er 22

etofzz zifeiarg.EE
7

f I 72

FEEL so ltgsidttffae.MY

Notethat x axis is the unique hyperbolic straight

line passeig through
0 and Tzz Thisproves

that F'G axis is the unique hyperbolic

straight line passing through Flea



Euclid's Postulates

Postulate1 Two points determine a straight line

Postulate 2 A tone can be produced
indefinitely

in either direction

Postulates A circle can be
described withany

center and radius

Postulate4 All rightangles are congruent

Postulates Through a pointnot on a line

Here is a unique line parallel to

the given line
exists a
uniqueF parallel

parallel notintersect



Parallelism in hyperbolic geometry

Def i's The points on the unit circle are
called

ideal points

Ciis Two hyperbolic lines are called parallel

if they do not intersect inside
but

do share one ideal point

Iii Two hyperbolic lines are calledhyperparallel

if they do not
intersect inside D and do

not have an ideal point in common

hyperparallel



Postulate5 is false in hyperbolic geometry

In fact t point p not on a hyperbolic
line d

there exists 2 hyperbolic lines parallel to d

and passing thro p

If For any hyperbolic
tone C transformation

T E IH such
that T C x axis

If ZEID is a point not on C then

TZ is a point not on Tlc x axis

TZ
9

Tk



Let C bethe unique
Euclidean circle passing thro

the points i t and I GEEIEngtam.IEIfx
lemma2 C is orthogonal to the unit circle

d Ted Xaxis tangent at 1 andhence

they have no other intersection

a is parallel to TCC and

passeig thro T Z

fed is parallel to
d and

passeig thro
Z

Scinilarly we can faid C pasing thro 5125

and TKd i is parallel to d
and passing

thro Z

Susie C t C postulate5 is false



Angle of parallelism

Def Let d Skf be a hyperbolic straight line

and p E D be a point not on C such that

the hyperbolic straight line passers thro p e t

is perpendicular to C Then the angle 0

between one of the parallels Cpt apai

and the perpendicular pit
is called the

angle of parallelism
i

unitcircle After a suitablehyperbolic

transmuting a

S



Renard Ext A ray passing thro p makes

ci an angle with pT so then it intersectssraf

ai's an angle with pT f then it is tosing

Ciii an angle withPT 0 then it is hyperparallel
to Stf

unit circle

a

ii

RemarkTheangleofparallelism is always acute

Easy Ex transform p to
o

ffanfare
Euclidean geometry



Ch8 Cycles

Def Let C be a portionof a Euclidean circle
a straight line inside the unit disk

Suppose that c isnt perpendicular to the unit

circle Then d is called a cycle
If d is entirely contained in ID then C 5 a

hyperbolic circle

If d is tan to the unit circle then

C is a horocycle

If d intersects the unit circle at an

angle E J C is a hypercy A



o

hypercycle



By lemma1 if T is a transformation of the

hyperbolic group ten T maps ID onto itself

and hence T 2B 2B If T has a fixed

point inside ID then the symmetric point

Wrt 3D outside ID is also a fixed

point of T T Tz G It

So we can analyze T E IH T't Id by the

following situations Cuseig cycle

A t fixedpoint outside ID I fixedpointoutsideD

B 2 fixed points on 171 1 2 D

C I fixed point only
mustbe onHzH f 2B


